This paper is a preliminary research on studying the application of
Introduction
The Islamic finance market has witnessed tremendous growth during the last few years. It is believed that Shari'ah-compliant assets worldwide reached approximately $1.4 trillion at the end of 2011 and are likely to continue growing in the coming years (Standard and Poor's Ratings Services, 2012) . This immense growth in recent years has been driven by the needs of individuals, governments and corporations for better alternatives to conventional finance.
The government of Malaysia has vigorously promoted the growth of Islamic finance for its local markets (Ariff & Rosly, 2011; Balala, 2011) . However, the process requires effort and attention when structuring financial products and services. The techniques and processes employed to develop these products must comply with Shari'ah principles and concepts. The principles presented within the spectrum of Shari'ah are not only directly demonstrated through their transactions but in the extent of its comprehending the Maqasid al-Shari'ah.
It has been a long-standing criticism that Islamic financial products resemble conventional financial ones (Ayub, 2007; Beck et al., 2010; Dusuki & Abdullah, 2011) . One of the criticisms relating to Shari'ah that have been hotly debated is the recognition of beneficial ownership in financial structuring and mechanics. This has been argued as a violation of the concept of ownership as envisaged in Shari'ah, which in turns, contradicts the Maqasid al- Shari'ah (Al-Amine, 2011) . This issue has become apparent because Islamic finance is also required to observe similar regulatory and legal frameworks applied to conventional finance. This poses a challenge to Islamic finance to operate within the Shari'ah framework. This paper elucidates the meaning of beneficial ownership in Islamic finance within the purview of the Shari'ah framework. In order to this, it will address the question to what extent the beneficial ownership is claimed to be in conformity with the Shari'ah requirements of ownership? The paper begins with an explanation of the concept of ownership from the Shari'ah perspective. It is followed by an analysis of the meaning of beneficial ownership as intended in the Common Law, and its use in commercial transactions. Subsequently, this paper discusses takyif fiqhi (fiqh characterisation) in relation to beneficial ownership.
Henceforth, an analysis is made on certain Shari'ah issues that may arise from the use of beneficial ownership.
Ownership in Shari'ah: An Overview
Ownership, etymologically, is known in Arabic as milkiyyah ‫)ﻣﻠﻜﻴﺔ(‬ or milk ‫,)ﻣﻠﻚ(‬ which signifies holding a thing and the ability of exploiting it (Fairuzabadi, 1953) . Ibn Manzur (1956) mentions that the terms malk, mulk and milk refer to the state of containing a thing, and the ability to dominate and dispose of. Sometimes the word milk is used to connote the property itself, which is owned and controlled by a person (Al-Muslih, 1988 ).
Technically, it can be defined based on different ways of understanding, i.e. (i) ownership can be understood as a legal nature of something that has a consequent effects, (ii) ownership can also be seen as a relationship between an owner and the owned property, and (iii) ownership can be defined by looking at its legal effects on the owned property. Table 1 below illustrates the differences of the technical meanings of ownership (milkiyyah) as articulated by jurists in the Islamic fiqh literature. Table 1 . Technical meaning of ownership from Shari'ah perspective
Scholars
As legal nature (haqiqah shari'yyah)
As legal relationship (alaqah shar'iyyah)

By looking at its legal effect (ala asas dhikr mawdu'ihi) Hanafis Ibn al-Humam
√ (qudrah ala al-tasarruf)
Ibn Nujaym √ (qudrah ala al-tasarruf)
Sadr al-Shari'ah √ (ittisal shari'iyy)
Malikis
Al-Qarafi √ (hukm shar'iyy)
Ibn al-Shat √ (tamakkun al-intifa')
Shafi'is Al-Subki √ (hukm shar'iyy)
Abu Shuja' √ (ikhtisas)
Hanbalis
Ibn Taymiyyah √ (qudrah ala al-tasarruf)
According to the Hanafis, ownership is "a legal ability (or authority) given originally/primarily to a person that allows him or her to dispose of a property except if there is a legal impediment" (Ibn al-Humam, n.d & Ibn Nujaym, 1968) . Some Hanafis n. d.: v. 2, p. 196) define it as "a legal relationship between a person and a thing which gives him an absolute freedom to dispose of it to the exclusion of everyone else". Al-Qarafi (1998: v. 3, p. 208) , a prominent scholar of Malikis views it as "a legal ruling (i.e. authority) over an asset or usufruct given to someone that allows him to benefit the owned item and to accept compensation of it as well". Al-Subki (1991: v. 1, p. 76) opines that ownership is something immaterial (amr ma'nawiyy), where he defines it as "a legal ruling over an asset or usufruct given to someone that allows him to benefit from it and to accept compensation of it as well". Some Shafi'is such as Abu Shuja' has defined it as 'ikhtisas' or a legal exclusivity over a useable item (Al-Muslih, 1988 ). An eminent scholar of Hanbalis, Ibn Taymiyyah (2002) defines it as "a legal ability justifying the right of disposal of the asset". From the above, one could suggest that under the Shari'ah law, the ownership basically refers to four important attributes:
i. A legal and exclusive relationship between a person and a thing (Note 1). Such thing could be a tangible asset (a c yan) or intangible asset (manafi c ). ii. The main purpose of its exclusivity is vesting the owner to process the use of the owned thing and to dispose of. iii. The ability of using and disposing of the owned thing could be hindered by legal impediment. iv. The ability of using and disposing of could be given primarily (ibtida') or secondarily through agency (wakalah). Hence, the ownership, as generally accepted, is an exclusive relationship between the owned object and its Equity is a system of law that has its root in the English law and applied in the Malaysian law. According to Black (1968: 198) equity denotes 'the spirit and the habit of fairness, justness and right dealing which would regulate the intercourse of men with men'. It is derived from the Latin term Acquitas (equality). When law causes hardship and injustice, equity comes to assist the law to reach as near as possible natural or ideal justice. In other words, common law is a set of law that is commonly used and recognized in a society, while equity is used when there is a lacuna in the common law. The law of equity has brought the words "beneficial owner", "entitlement", or "interest(s)", implying the notions of a fiduciary obligation.
In the history of a legal system, equity is a body of rules governed by the Court of Chancery (Note 3) prior to the existence of Judicature Act 1873 (Martin, 2001) . It was initially presided over by Lord of Chancellor and soon afterwards by the Court of Chancery, which was different from the Court of Common Law. Equity was believed to be more harmonious as opposed to the Common law in providing fairness and justice by ensuring its rules were in compliant with current needs of a particular society (MLJ, 1990) . Historically, before the arrival of Normandic to England in year 1066, the law was governed by the customary practice. During that time, the King had full authority in administering law matters. The most significant implication of the arrival of Normans was the introduction of the Common law system. The King's Court (Curia Regis) (Note 4) was established to hear cases that brought in based on the principles of the Common law.
Nonetheless, the administration of the law was still labelled as weak and rigid. This was due to several defects of the common law. For instance, an injured party could only sue at the Common law if his complaint came within the scope of an existing writ (Note 5). The scope was very narrow, and subsequently some people were not be able to take legal actions in obtaining their rights (Rashid & Hingun, 1999) . In other words, justice was not achieved due to such defects. In such situations, it was a practice of aggrieved citizens to make an appeal or petition to the King for assistance. Since the petitions had increased, the King passed on them to the Curia Regis and a committee was set up to hear the petitions. The hearings were chaired by the Chancellor. By the 15 th century, the Chancellor began to hear petitions on his own and after that the Court of Chancery was established and became an institution independent of the King. The law that used by the Court was called equity.
Originally, the term beneficial ownership can be found in the agreement of land's sale in the Common law countries. Kryzhanovskaya (2012) points out that it was used to distinguish between two legal owners, namely the beneficial legal owner and the non-beneficial legal owner. It seems that both were legal owners where the former was the one who can benefit from it, while the latter did not. In the legal tradition of the common law, the function of ownership was divisible into different people. From this, the terms nominee, legal owner and beneficial owner arose. In line with this, the concept of beneficial ownership was applied in the law of equity where reference is made to equitable or beneficial ownership as opposed to legal ownership.
Generally, the meaning of legal ownership is akin to the meaning of trustee in trust law. According to the English law's tradition, a trustee is the legal owner of the trust property. However, when beneficial ownership is applied outside of the scope of trust law, then an accurate interpretation becomes problematic in the common law countries such as Malaysia. (Note 6) It is very important to note here that beneficial owner generally has the most ownership's attributes, but he does not have the legal title. Hence, what is the purpose of not giving a legal title to beneficial owner? This study addresses this issue and examines whether the use of beneficial ownership is in line with the maqasid al-Shari'ah in the Islamic commercial contracts (uqud al-muamalat al-Islamiyyah) . Therefore, a takyif fiqhi or www.ccsenet.org/ass Asian Social Science Vol. 11, No. 27; fiqh characterisation of using beneficial ownership concept is used in this article. In this regards, it is very pertinent to examine the existence of beneficial ownership in commercial transactions before making a takyif fiqhi upon the concept. . One of them is the issue of recognition of beneficial ownership. The Committee has produced some recommendation with regard to the issue. More specifically, the Committee has recommended to expand the concept of trust caveat under section 332 and 333 National Land Code (NLC) as an alternative instrument to reflect beneficial ownership as it is able to serve as a notice to the world that the caveator has an interest in the land.
Beneficial Ownership in Commercial Transactions
However, from the Shari'ah perspective, more importantly is that the utilisation of the concept of beneficial ownership should be analysed first. As such, this would be conducted via the method of takyif fiqhi or fiqh characterisation. In doing so, one should distinguish between movable property and immovable property (Note 8). Any commercial transactions dealing with both types of properties are governed by a number of different acts. (Note 9) Hence, this paper shall analyse beneficial ownership according to both types of property.
Movable Property
According to Black's Law Dictionary, Edition 9 th , movable property can be defined as "property that can be moved or displaced, such as personal goods; a tangible or intangible thing in which an interest constitutes personal property; specifically anything that is not attached to land as to be regarded as a part of it as determined by local law". Under the definition of "Islamic leasing business", IFSA 2013 provides that movable property includes any plant, machinery, equipment or other chattel attached or to be attached to the earth or fastened or to be fastened, permanently or otherwise, to anything attached to the earth. In a simple meaning as stated in the Interpretation Acts 1948 and 1967, it means all property other than immovable property.
In Malaysia, there are two main legal acts governing any commercial transactions of movable property, namely Sale of Goods Act 1957 (SOGA) and Contracts Act 1950 (CA). It is worth to note that SOGA does not govern immovable property where SOGA has defined goods as every kind of movable property other than actionable claims and money; and includes stock and shares, growing crops, grass and things attached to or forming part of the land which are agreed to be severed before sale or under the contract of sale (Note 10).
Under the SOGA, S. 4 (1), a contract of sale of goods is defined as a contract whereby the seller transfers the property in goods to the buyer for a price. This means that transfer of ownership is the very objective of the sale contract. The ownership of the goods is transferred to the buyer for consideration. For example, Ahmad agrees to transfer the ownership of his car to Bakar. Thus, Bakar has to pay RM 10000 for a price of the car. This is a simple sale contract through which the ownership passes to the buyer. However, the issue that arises is when the ownership is passed from the seller to the buyer? Is there any transfer of title (i.e registered ownership) or www.ccsenet.org/ass Asian Social Science Vol. 11, No. 27; registration of the ownership?
Generally, in the Common law as stated by Childs (1914) , the ownership of specific goods in a deliverable state is passed to the buyer when the contract is made, provided the contract is not conditional; and this results in the ownership even though the price has not been paid nor the goods delivered. The same principle has been clearly mentioned in the SOGA where Sec. 21 provides: "Where there is unconditional contract for the sale of specific goods in a deliverable state the property in the goods passes to the buyer when the contract is made, and it is immaterial whether the time of payment of the price, or the time of delivery of the goods or both, is postponed". For example, a buyer agrees to buy goods on credit. The property in goods passes immediately to the buyer when the contract of sale is made, even though the payment is postponed.
Similarly, according to SOGA, Sec. 19 (1), in the sale of the specific goods or ascertained goods, the property in goods is transferred to the buyer when the parties intended to it to be transferred. Sec. 19 (2) clarifies that the intention of the parties could be determined by conduct or circumstances.
It is important to mention that in movable property transaction, there is no need for registration except in the case of sale of vehicle because it involves the specific act, i.e. the Road Transport Act 1987. It clearly defines registered owner as the person registered as the owner of a motor vehicle. Sec. 7 (1) states that no person shall possess or use a motor vehicle unless that vehicle is registered in accordance with this part. Furthermore, if the contract is hire-purchase, then it relates to the Hire-Purchase Act 1967 (HPA) (Rusni Hassan et al., 2012) .
As for other than vehicle, there is no registration of ownership needed. Thus, a question arises how to recognize the ownership of a property in a commercial transaction. In practice (Note 11), typically there are certain documents involved in a transaction of movable property. These documents are typically used to ensure to whom the ownership of the property goes. Two documents are mainly used, namely, Delivery Order (D/O) and Invoice. Both are issued by the owner that intends to sell his/her property. Once the buyer has signed the acceptance of the D/O, it means that the title of the purchased property is passed on to the buyer although the transaction is by credit. In the case of sale by credit, the ownership is considered transferred, but the buyer assumes the indebtedness of the payment. However, some transactions are made conditionally by inserting terms and conditions. For example, the transfer of legal ownership shall be made upon the full payment of the price or upon the settlement date. In this situation, the purchaser is normally considered a beneficial owner of the property.
It can be said that under the Malaysian law system, any commercial transaction that involves movable property, there are two main legal acts governing the transaction, i.e. Contracts Act and Sale of Goods Act. Whilst the former provides general provisions on designing a contract including sale, the latter is a specific act for a sale contract of movable property. As for the transfer of ownership, in practice, there is no registration of the ownership required (unless in the transaction of selling and buying vehicle). However, beneficial ownership could be exist in the situation where the sale contract is made by credit and there is a specific term in the agreement providing the transfer of ownership shall be made upon the settlement of the full price. In this circumstance, the ownership of the purchaser can be claimed as a beneficial ownership (Note 12). Equally, when the delivery of the goods is being postponed, the ownership is still regarded as transferred. The purchaser can be considered the beneficial owner from the legal perspective.
Immovable Property
Immovable property is legally known as real property or realty which is defined by Childs (1914) as land or things therein, or annexed therein, the space above the soil and certain interests in any or all of these. Typically, this property cannot be moved such as land, building, house and anything attached to land (Awang, 1994) .
In Malaysia, there are three main special legal provisions that govern any commercial transaction relating to the land, namely, National Land Code 1965 (NLC), Contracts Act 1950 (CA) and Law of Equity. It is worth noting that NLC is based on the Torrens System, which is a registration system. However, Sabah and Sarawak are still using the system derived from the English law of England known as Law of Conveyance. (Note 13)
The implication of the difference between Peninsular and East Malaysia can be best seen in the effect of transfer of ownership. Under the NLC, the transfer of ownership of land would be completely done via registration at the Land Office. As for Sabah and Sarawak, it can be proven by a memorandum of transfer and not by registration. Essentially, NLC emphasises the aspect of land's registration of title in Malaysia. This is clearly stated in S. 89 (a) NLC: The title or interest of any person or body for the time being registered as proprietor of any land, or in whose name any lease, charge or easement is for the time being registered, shall, subject to the following provisions of this section, be indefeasible This is central to the system of registration of dealings under the Torrens System (Note 14). The question arises whether beneficial ownership can be recognised as complete ownership under the NLC as it only recognises registration system. In other words, it can be said that NLC does not recognise the concept of beneficial ownership.
Conclusiveness of register documents of title
For example, one has bought a piece of land and paid the full price, but the title of the land still remains under the name of the seller. This is because registration of the title typically would take time to be complete. In this situation, one may ask whether NLC recognises the purchaser as the real owner of the land although the title of the land is still yet to be registered under his name. What is the legal provision that can be used in order to determine the ownership of the purchaser over the land?
In this regard, the answer lies in the use of law of equity because NLC does not recognise the concept of beneficial ownership. However, equity may be applied to NLC especially when it comes to the commercial law. When the legal title has not been transferred to the new owner (i.e. the purchaser of the land), then what is the status of the beneficial owner from the legal perspective? In this situation, the concept of bare trust is applicable. George (1999) , in his book, claims that bare trust can be regarded as a remedial device and an applicable concept in the land law in Malaysia.
The concept of bare trust is built on the rules of equity. Bare trust comes into existence once a valid contract for sale is concluded without delivery of possession and/or transfer of title in the formal sense. Thus, the vendor becomes in equity a trustee for the purchaser and holds the estate as long as the title is not passed on the purchaser (Rashid & Hingun, 1999) . To conclude, when a purchaser performs whatever is necessary to affect the transfer of ownership (paid the full price/did instrument of transfer), he is then the beneficial owner, while the seller becomes a bare trustee till the title has been registered.
Takyif fiqhi of Beneficial Ownership in Commercial Transaction
From the discussion above it can be said that beneficial ownership in commercial transaction is applicable in movable property as well as immovable property. Both are governed by different legal acts as mentioned above. Before analysing the fiqh characterisation (takyif fiqhi) on the concept of beneficial ownership in commercial transaction, an explanation on the principle of transfer of ownership in Islamic law of sale contract (aqd al-bay') is very noteworthy.
In Islamic law, every sale contract will involve transfer of ownership. This idea is unanimously agreed and shared by Islamic scholars of all madhahib as stated by al-Kasani (Note 15) (1986), Ulayyash (Note 16) (1989), al-Nawawi (Note 17) (2002) and Ibn Qudamah (Note 18) (1985) . It should be noted that Islamic law does not distinguish the sale of both movable and immovable property. Both have to comply with the rules of aqd al-bay' (sale contract) as dictated by Shari'ah. Al-Nawawi (2001), a noted scholar of Shafi'is, confirms that the property of the object of sale, whether it is movable or immovable, is passed on as soon as the contract of sale has been concluded. In other words, the ownership is immediately transferred upon ijab (offer) and qabul (acceptance). Hence, both seller and buyer must perform their contractual obligations where the former shall deliver the object of sale, while the latter must pay the price of the object.
However, it is important for a buyer to take possession (qabd) of the object of sale. The qabd is central to the sale contract since it is prohibited for a person to sell what he does not possess (Lahsasna, 2014) where it can be in the form of actual or constructive possessions. It is also important to determine the liability of the underlying asset due to damage and loss. As long as the object of sale in possession of the seller, the risk of loss is his responsibility. Al-Nawawi (1991) asserts on this crucial rule and explains:
‫أﺣﺪ‬ . ‫ﺣﻜﻤﺎن‬ ‫ﻟﻠﻘﺒﺾ‬ ‫اﻟﺜﻤﻦ‬ ‫وﺳﻘﻂ‬ ‫اﻟﻌﻘﺪ‬ ‫اﻧﻔﺴﺦ‬ ‫ﺗﻠﻒ‬ ‫ﻟﻮ‬ ‫أﻧﻪ‬ ‫وﻣﻌﻨﺎﻩ‬ ، ‫اﻟﺒﺎﺋﻊ‬ ‫ﺿﻤﺎن‬ ‫ﻣﻦ‬ ‫اﻟﻘﺒﺾ‬ ‫ﻗﺒﻞ‬ ‫ﻓﺎﻟﻤﺒﻴﻊ‬ . ‫اﻟﻤﺸﺘﺮي‬ ‫إﻟﻰ‬ ‫اﻟﻀﻤﺎن‬ ‫اﻧﺘﻘﺎل‬ : ‫هﻤﺎ‬ Meaning: "There are two rulings triggered by qabd (possession); the first one is the passing of daman (liability) to the buyer. The object of sale falls under the liability of seller before possession takes place. This implies that if the object is destroyed, the contract will be revoked and the price is dropped". www.ccsenet.org/ass Asian Social Science Vol. 11, No. 27; In fact, the offer and acceptance (ijab and qabul) can be expressed verbally or by other means that convey the consent of the contracting parties. It is not necessary to be documented and written unless for the purpose of registration and security. However documenting the contract is considered a recommended act in Shari'ah.
Thus, an analysis on takyif fiqhi of beneficial ownership in both movable and immovable property will be based on this Shari'ah principle, i.e. the transfer of ownership is affected by the ijab and qabul. The discussion on the takyif fiqhi is as follows:
Takyif fiqhi of Beneficial Ownership in Movable Property
Movable property in Islam is known as mal manqul. It is a property that can be moved from one place to another and it can be destroyed. Normally, movable property will perish after being consumed (Awang, 1994) . In term of takyif fiqh of the use of beneficial ownership for movable property, it should be highlighted that there is no expression and statement of beneficial ownership in both main governing laws, i.e. SOGA and CA. Both laws only focus on the contract or agreement itself. Generally, the ownership is considered transferred upon the making of the sale contract, which is an offer and acceptance. This can be inferred from Sec. 21 SOGA where it clearly states: "... the good passes to the buyer when the contract is made". This statement is consistent with the Shari'ah law. In fact, in the Common law, a contract law permits the transfer of property ownership on the sole basis of an offer and acceptance. This principle of transfer of property ownership in the Common law is derived from the Islamic law. This idea is best understood from the comprehensive seminal work conducted by Makdisi (1998) when he proposes that the origins of the Common law may be found in Islamic law.
However, in practice, sometimes the price is postponed or the contract is made by credit. In this situation, the transfer of ownership is considered to have occurred, but it creates indebtedness upon the buyer. With regard to the ownership transfer, sometimes the contract is being stipulated with certain conditions such as a condition of the settlement of the full price. From the legal perspective, if the contract is conditional upon the settlement of the full price, then it can be said that the contract only gives rise to beneficial ownership. (Note 19) After the full price is paid, legal ownership shall be transferred to the buyer.
According to Shari'ah law as discussed earlier, the ownership is deemed transferred when the contract is made. Therefore, if the payment of the price is deferred, the ownership should be fully transferred. In addition the beneficial owner/buyer is restricted from the disposal of the asset to a third party. The question arises when the contract only gives rise to beneficial ownership. Therefore, it is important to critically evaluate the substance of beneficial ownership through the method of takyif fiqhi.
Based on the analysis over the Shari'ah texts, there are four inter-related concepts, i.e. rahn, khiyar naqd, bay al-wafa' and shurut taqyidiyyah. The comparative discussion of these concepts will be divided into three parts for the khiyar naqd and bay' al-wafa' is elaborated together for their similarity.
Analysis of the rahn Concept
As mentioned earlier, giving the beneficial ownership instead of legal ownership somehow indicates that the sold good has been pledged by the purchaser to secure the full payment. This type of transaction can be equated to the contract of rahn (pledge). The question that could be raised here is whether the ownership of the pledge is transferred or not. What are the legal effects of a contract of sale, when the sold good has been pledged?
According to the Shari'ah texts, in rahn, the owner,i.e the pledger cannot sell the pledge except with the permission of the pledgee because the seller has a right over the property. Besides that, the Shafi'is and Hanbalis maintain that the ownership of the pledged property and its benefit belong to the pledger (buyer). Accordingly, the pledgee cannot benefit from the pledged property (Abozaid & Saleem, 2013; Al-Zuhayli, 2002) . It is not permissible to pledge other's property without his permission.
According to the maqasid point of view, the delivery and receipt of pledged property should not be viewed in a ritualistic manner. Essentially, the main objective of pledged property is to provide insurance to the pledgee, who is thus empowered to extract the debt owed to him from the pledged property. In this regard, al-Zuhayli (2002) views that contemporary civil legal provisions to establish a legal mortgage of some property by announcing it and documenting it with legal authorities accomplish similar effect of the contract of rahn.
Thus, the modern use of beneficial and legal ownerships in legal documentation may replace the type of receipt required in classical jurisprudence, if the purpose of using this modern term as an insurance against a debt. Furthermore, the legal owner is considered a trustee, and this can be equated to the original ruling of pledgee in classical fiqh.
In the discussion of bay al-taqsit (sale contract via instalment), the sixth session of the Islamic Fiqh Academy of www.ccsenet.org/ass Asian Social Science Vol. 11, No. 27; 2015 162 OIC has resolved:
‫اﺳﺘﻴﻔﺎء‬ ‫ﻓﻲ‬ ‫ﺣﻘﻪ‬ ‫ﻟﻀﻤﺎن‬ ‫ﻋﻨﺪﻩ‬ ‫اﻟﻤﺒﻴﻊ‬ ‫رهﻦ‬ ‫اﻟﻤﺸﺘﺮي‬ ‫ﻋﻠﻰ‬ ‫ﻳﺸﺘﺮط‬ ‫أن‬ ‫ﻟﻠﺒﺎﺋﻊ‬ ‫ﻳﺠﻮز‬ ‫وﻟﻜﻦ‬ ‫اﻟﺒﻴﻊ،‬ ‫ﺑﻌﺪ‬ ‫اﻟﻤﺒﻴﻊ‬ ‫ﺑﻤﻠﻜﻴﺔ‬ ‫اﻻﺣﺘﻔﺎظ‬ ‫ﻟﻠﺒﺎﺋﻊ‬ ‫ﻳﺤﻖ‬ ‫ﻻ‬ ‫اﻷﻗﺴﺎط‬ ‫اﻟﻤﺆﺟﻠﺔ‬ . Meaning: "There is no right for a seller to maintain the ownership of the good after the contract of sale is made, but it is allowed for him to stipulate a condition on the buyer to pledge the good with him to secure his right in claiming the deferred price".
Analysis of the khiyar al-naqd and bay wafa' Concept
Since there is a similarity and overlapping relationship between khiyar al-naqd and bay al-wafa', this analysis on the khiyar naqd will be done together with bay al-wafa'. According to some scholars, khiyar naqd is considered a kind of stipulation made by the contracting parties in a sale contract (Abidin, 1966; Al-Zuhayli, 2002) . Khiyar al-naqd is approved by Abu Hanifah and his two disciples (Muhammad and Abu Yusuf) on the ground of istihsan (juristic preference) for fulfilling the needs of public (Al-Zuhayli, 2002) . The two forms of khiyar al-naqd are as follows:
The first form: A seller says to a buyer, "I sold to you this item on the condition that if the payment is not being made up to a certain period, then the sale contract will be void". This is similar to the concept of khiyar al-shart.
The second form: A buyer says to the seller, I bought this item from you at a certain price on the condition that the contract will be void, if you pay back the full price within a certain time period". This form of khiyar al-naqd is similar to the bay al-wafa'. Therefore, some Hanafis classify bay al-wafa' to be under the khiyar al-naqd.
The issue in question is what are the effects of this stipulation on the sale contract from the perspective of ownership in the Islamic law? The Hanafis scholars have discussed this sale extensively. There are three general positions on this matter. Despite their differences, they agree on its permissibility due to people's need (Abozaid & Saleem, 2013) . Some Hanafis view that in bay al-wafa', the buyer will become the owner of the item and can use the property as well as benefit from it until the seller repurchases it for the same price.
Some of the Hanafis, however, argue that this contracts is a voidable (fasid) sale, thus both the seller and buyer may cancel it, while some have contended that it is not a sale, rather a mortgage. As such, there is no transfer of ownership of the property to the buyer-cum-lender. Accordingly, the buyer cannot use and benefit from it unless he reveives permission from its owner.
Meanwhile, a third position suggests that bay' al-wafa' is a contract by itself; having shared features of both sale (bay') and mortgage (rahn). As stated by Ibn Abidin (1966), al-Zayla'i confirms that the preferred fatwa in Hanafi's school of thought is that bay' al-wafa' is a valid sale because some of its effects and rulings are present such as the permissibility of benefiting the sold object. The only restriction is that the buyer cannot sell it to a third party.
In other words, the sale has effectively transferred the "beneficial ownership" of the property to the buyer, though the "legal ownership" of the property remains with the seller. This view is reflected in Articles 118 of the Majallah al-Ahkam al-Adliyyah. Interestingly, this later view on the true character of bay al-wafa' resembles the popular type of modern Islamic securities issuance, i.e. Sukuk ijarah. In Sukuk ijarah, the issuer will first sell its asset to the investors, and receives the cash money. Then, the investors lease the asset back to the issuer and at the same time, promises to buy back the asset from the investors. In practice, the first sale contract will only transfer the beneficial ownership. Therefore, the investors cannot sell the asset to third parties.
Analysis of the Al-Shurut Al-Taqyidiyyah
In Shari'ah, if the purchaser who is the beneficial owner can utilise his/her property in the sense that he/she may dispose of the good, the beneficial ownership is deemed as good as true ownership. The right to sell is one of the muqatadayat al-bay' (implications of sale contract). If the purchaser is not able to resell his purchased property, then this is considered a restriction on ownership. Whether or not Shari'ah acknowledges this restriction, one must look into the details as discussed by fuqaha' under the issue of taqyid al-milkiyyah (restriction on ownership) or al-shurut al-taqyidiyyah.
Literature discussion conveys that the issue of restriction of disposal of the owned asset is debated by the classical Shari'ah scholars. This issue is peculiar in the contract of transfer of ownership such as sale contract. Generally, the views of the scholars in this issue can be summarized into three major opinions (Al-Abbadi 1974):
The first view: A majority of fuqaha' believes that it is completely prohibited to stipulate a condition to restrict from the disposal of the purchased asset. This view relies upon the narration that the Prophet (pbuh) has www.ccsenet.org/ass Asian Social Science Vol. 11, No. 27; prohibited a sale with a condition (Al-Buhuti, 2003; Al-Nawawi, 2001; Ibn Qudamah, 1985) . Furthermore, stipulating a restrictive condition is not in line with the muqtada al-aqd (the original implication of the contract).
The second view:
The view of some Malikis (Ibn Juzayy, n.d.) and one opinion attributed to Ahmad which was favoured by Ibn Taymiyyah (1995) is that it is permissible to stipulate a condition of restriction of disposal provided that it is a minor restriction. This view is based on the qiyas (analogy) by equating this stipulated condition with the permissibility of exempting certain benefits of a purchased good by an agreed condition as clearly shown in the hadith Jabir (Note 20). Ibn Taymiyyah (1995), a prominent Hanbali scholar, explains in his fatawa:
‫ﻣ‬ ‫ﺑﻌﺾ‬ ‫اﺳﺘﺜﻨﺎء‬ ‫وﻏﻴﺮﻩ‬ ‫أﺣﻤﺪ‬ ‫وﺟﻮز‬ ‫اﻟﻤﺒﻴﻊ،‬ ‫ﺑﻌﺾ‬ ‫اﺳﺘﺜﻨﺎء‬ ‫ﺑﺎﻹﺟﻤﺎع‬ ‫ﺟﺎز‬ ‫ﻓﻜﻤﺎ‬ ‫ﻣﺘﻨﻮﻋﺔ،‬ ‫ﺗﺼﺮﻓﺎت‬ ‫ﺑﻪ‬ ‫ﻳﺴﺘﻔﺎد‬ ‫اﻟﻤﻠﻚ‬ ‫أن‬ ‫ذﻟﻚ‬ ‫وﺟﻤﺎع‬ ‫أﻳﻀﺎ‬ ‫ﺟﻮز‬ ‫ﻨﺎﻓﻌﻪ،‬ ‫اﻟﺘﺼﺮﻓﺎت‬ ‫ﺑﻌﺾ‬ ‫اﺳﺘﺜﺎء‬ Meaning: "The gist of such is that the ownership essentially grants various kind of disposition. Since there is a consensus that it is permissible to stipulate an exemption of certain goods and as Ahmad and others have allowed stipulating an exemption of certain benefit of goods, then he has also allowed excluding certain disposal acts.
Moreover, minor restriction should not be considered harmful or causing damages to the purchaser since it is not a total interdiction. However, this restriction could be beneficial for him especially when there is a harmful consequence if the condition is absent.
The third view:
Ibn Shubrumah is of the view that it is permissible to stipulate all types of shurut (conditions). Hence, it is allowed to complete restrict the purchaser from disposing of the asset (Al-Karkhi, 1989) . This is a liberal approach where it also relies on the hadith of Jabir and some hadiths that permit stipulating shurut such as the hadith: "Muslims are bound by their stipulations".
Perhaps, it can be said that there is a generally accepted principle in Shari'ah allowing a person to be an owner of a property, but without the right to dispose of it via sale or gift. This principle is well-known in the waqf. According to the Malikis, the property of waqf is owned by the waqif (founder), but he is not allowed to dispose of this property via sale or gift (al-Dalw 2009) .
From the abovementioned, it can be said that the original ruling of the ownership should not impose any restrictions on the owner. However, according to the second view, the purchaser can be restricted from disposing the purchased good provided that the restriction is not excessively imposed on him. Nevertheless, permitting the total restriction would be consistent with the view of Ibn Shubrumah. Perhaps, Ibn Shubrumah did not intend that the parties in the contract may freely stipulate such a condition. At least, his view should be construed as an opinion that can be practiced when the maslahah requires such a condition. In other words, the motivating factor for such restriction should be legally valid and legitimate from the Shari'ah perspective. The maslahah for creating such a condition could be solely for the benefit of the contracting parties or third party.
Interestingly, this view could also be understood from the statement attributed to Ibn Taymiyyah ( I haven't mentioned, then it is not prohibited that creating such a condition is the right of a person, whereby he can stipulate it whenever he sees a maslahah for that thus, it is prohibited to create such when the maslahah is not there. The Shari'ah does not prohibit a person to do something except things that have excessive or pure fasad (harm). If there is no harm or the harm is overwhelmed by the maslahah, then the Shari'ah law will never prohibit it.
Takyif fiqhi of Beneficial Ownership in Immovable Property
Immovable property in Shari'ah is known as mal aqar, which can be defined as every property that cannot be moved from one place to another such as land and building (Badran 1973 , Awang 1994 . It is worth to note that there is no difference between sale of movable property and immovable property except in the form of qabd (possession). Thus, the earlier discussion is also applicable for immovable property.
In terms of qabd, it can be defined as hiyazah (controlling) and tamakkun (having the power or ability) (al-Mawsu'ah al-fiqhiyyah, 1994) . In general, the jurists have categorised qabd into two forms: qabd haqiqi (actual/physical possession) and qabd hukmi (constructive possession). Furthermore, they have differentiated between the ways of qabd for movable property and immovable property.
www.ccsenet.org/ass Asian Social Science Vol. 11, No. 27; Basically, the scholars have unanimously agreed that the qabd for movable property is effective when the buyer receives or takes the goods with his hand upon paying the price especially for the small goods such as watch and clothes. This is called in fiqh as tanawul bi al-yad (taking by hand). Al-Sharbini (1997) states:
‫ﺑﺎﻟﻴﺪ‬ ‫ﺑﺘﻨﺎوﻟﻪ‬ ‫ﻓﻘﺒﻀﻪ‬ ‫ًﺎ،‬ ‫ﺧﻔﻴﻔ‬ ‫اﻟﻤﻨﻘﻮل‬ ‫آﺎن‬ ‫وإن‬ Meaning: "If the movable property is light, then its possession is done via taking by hand". The same intent has been shared by al-Buhuti (2003) where he views:
‫ذﻟﻚ‬ ‫ﻓﻴﻪ‬ ‫اﻟﻌﺮف‬ ‫إذ‬ ‫ﺑﺘﻨﺎوﻟﻪ،‬ ‫واﻷﺛﻤﺎن‬ ‫آﺎﻟﺠﻮاهﺮ‬ ‫ﻳﺘﻨﺎول،‬ ‫ﻓﻴﻤﺎ‬ ‫اﻟﻘﺒﺾ‬ ‫وﻳﺤﺼﻞ‬ Meaning: "The possession would be achieved for things that can be taken by hand such as gems and money as a customary practice".
As for immovable property, the qabd should be done through takhliyyah wa tamkin (i.e. granting the purchaser access to the goods without any hindrance and restrictions). They only differ in regard to the certain conditions. The takhliyyah wa tamkin is usually exemplified by giving a key (in the case of house). Al-Sharbini (1997) says when clarifying the qabd of immovable property:
‫ﻣﻨﻪ‬ ‫ﻳﻤﻜﻨﻪ‬ ‫ﺑﺄن‬ ‫ﻟﻤﺸﺘﺮ،‬ ‫ﺑﺎﻟﺘﺨﻠﻴﺔ‬ ‫ذﻟﻚ‬ ‫وﻧﺤﻮ‬ ‫وﺷﺠﺮ‬ ‫أرض‬ ‫ﻣﻦ‬ ‫ﻣﻨﻘﻮل‬ ‫ﻏﻴﺮ‬ ‫وﻗﺒﺾ‬ ‫اﻟﻤﻔﺘﺎح‬ ‫وﻳﺴﻠﻤﻪ‬ ‫اﻟﺒﺎﺋﻊ‬ Meaning: "And the possession of immovable property such as land, trees and the like would be done through takhliyyah, i.e. granting the purchaser access to the goods by giving the key". Giving a key is only an example for taking possession in the past. The way of qabd actually should be determined by the urf (the custom). Therefore, the scholars have classified qabd under the legal maxim:
‫اﻟﻌﺮف‬ ‫إﻟﻰ‬ ‫ﻓﻴﻪ‬ ‫ﻓﺎﻟﻤﺮﺟﻊ‬ ‫اﻟﺸﺮع،‬ ‫ﻓﻲ‬ ‫وﻻ‬ ‫اﻟﻠﻐﺔ،‬ ‫ﻓﻲ‬ ‫ﺣﺪ‬ ‫ﻟﻪ‬ ‫ﻟﻴﺲ‬ ‫اﺳﻢ‬ ‫آﻞ‬ Meaning: "Every name which is not defined literally or technically in Shari'ah will be dependent upon the urf (custom)" (Ibn Taymiyyah, 1995) .
It is for this reason that possession of things has differed in accordance with the nature of things and differences among people with respect to things (AAOIFI, 2008) .
In analysing the takyif fiqhi of beneficial ownership in immovable property, it is very important to look into the scope of transactions as provided in the law. There are three main laws that govern the immovable property in Malaysia, i.e. National Land Code 1965 (NLC), Contract Acts 1950 (CA) and Equity.
NLC only concerns with two things in any transactions with respect to the land, the use of instruments; the registration of those registrations in accordance with the Sec 292 of NLC. NLC does not concern itself with the significance of the contract, but it is actually governed by the Contract Act.
Historically, the practice of registration of land ownership in Islam was essentially for the purpose of taxation (Awang 1994) . In Islam, registration is not a compulsory. Instead, it is a highly recommended act in order to secure the ownership of a person. However, registration can be considered crucial in the modern time, especially when a very large sums of money is involved. It is more effective in providing evidence of each party's rights and obligations. Hence, it could be changed from being a recommended act to a mandatory one based on maslahah due to the changing attitudes of mankind. It can prevent and resolve future disputes that may arise from any transactions.
As discussed earlier, legal ownership in immovable property means a registered ownership (Note 21). However, if the contract has been executed between a seller and buyer, ownership is deemed transferred though the legal title still remains under the seller's name. The buyer is considered a beneficial ownership based on the law of Equity. Nevertheless it is recommended for the buyer to register his name to protect his right over the property.
Thus beneficial ownership is recognized as a true ownership in Shari'ah. If the beneficial owner is restricted from certain rights over his property, then the three takyif fiqhi as stated in movable property are applicable to immovable property as well.
From the above mentioned, it could be concluded that the transfer of ownership in Islam immediately occurs once the offer and acceptance have been signed. Moreover, this principle is also shared by the Common law, which actually inherited it from the Islamic law. Historically, the emergence of the beneficial ownership was because of the transaction involving a transfer of ownership of immovable property (mal aqar) whereby the property (i.e. the land) became a trust in the hand of a transferee. In current practice, however, the beneficial ownership is used in the transaction of selling and buying a land when the title has not yet been registered under the new owner (i.e. purchaser). In line with the concept of bare trust, although the original owner (i.e. seller) still holds a legal title of the alienated land, he is only regarded as a trustee. This suggests that the beneficial owner is www.ccsenet.org/ass Asian Social Science Vol. 11, No. 27; the real owner. From the legal perspective, it is called beneficial owner because the registration of the title is not being done while the contract is already settled and signed. The trust in the concept of bare trust is actually a constructive trust.
Therefore, since beneficial ownership is could be real ownership, then its use in financial products should be scrutinised carefully. Legal implications of milkiyyah as required in Shari'ah must be reflected in the beneficial ownership. Hence, in general, the beneficial ownership is used only for the purpose of registration, but its application in Islamic financial product must be evaluated based on a case by case basis.
Conclusion
Based on the above discussion, it can be said that the emergence of the beneficial ownership is because of the transaction involving a transfer of ownership of immovable property (mal aqar) whereby the property (i.e. the land) becomes a trust in the hand of a transferee. It also relates to the historical development of equitable principle in law, and specifically what is embodied in the trust law. Thus, originally, the term "beneficial owner" was used in the context of sale of land. Nevertheless, the scope of its use has been widely implemented which includes movable property.
In the context of finance including Islamic finance, the term "beneficial ownership" is not only exists in dealing with land, rather it also involves sales of commodities and vehicles. In the land matters, beneficial ownership comes into the picture when the real owner is still in the process of registering the ownership in the land office. However, in the case of Islamic finance, it is still ambiguous and vague. Thus, it needs to be re-evaluated in order to identify whether it fulfils the characteristics of milikyyah as required by Shari'ah. In addition, the application of beneficial ownership in the Islamic finance should be critically analysed based on a case by case basis, simply because contracts underlying the Islamic financial products differ from one to another.
Hence, in general, it can be said that beneficial ownership could be recognised as real ownership provided that it fulfils the required characteristics of milkiyyah in Shari'ah because Shari'ah has allowed the transfer of ownership based on a sole basis of contract. This view can be considered as more harmonious provided that all the documentation and agreement of the contract made are in accordance with the Shari'ah rulings.
